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A B S T R A C T

Pro-myelocytic acute leukemia (APL) is characterized by the proliferation of cells blocked at promyelocytic stage
and ATRA is the choice of initial treatment because of the APL sensitivity to this compound. In this case study we
report a 28-year-old man who presented to the Emergency Department with epistaxis, petechial rash, and fever.
Laboratory tests revealed the presence of high white blood cell count with 60% blasts and evidence of coagu-
lopathy. The diagnosis was confirmed later as APL. Because of the delayed transfer to the reference center and
unavailability of ATRA initial treatment, the patient received isotretinoin, a related compound. The treatment
was successfully implemented in the initial management of acute pro-myelocytic leukemia as patient condition
improved. isotretinoin could be used as an alternative therapy for ATRA whenever the latter is not available.
further research is needed to establish the appropriate doses and to assess the potential risk of differentiation
syndromes.

1. Introduction

Non-ATRA (All trans-retinoic acid) vitamin A derivatives like iso-
tretinoin (13-cis-retinoic acid) are used widely for dermatological in-
dications like acne. In this study we report a case where isotretinoin
was successfully used in the initial therapeutic management of acute
pro-myelocytic leukemia (APL).

2. Case report

A 28-year-old man presented to the Emergency Department of our
hospital with a one-week history of low-grade fever, fatigue, and
epistaxis. The physical examination revealed ongoing nasal bleeds,
scattered petechial rash. Rest of examination was otherwise un-
remarkable. Analysis of blood parameters showed a white blood cell
count (WBC) of 13,000/μl, hemoglobin 9.5 g/dl, and platelet count of
11,000/μl. Peripheral blood smear showed circulating abnormal pro-
myelocytes with bilobed nuclei at 60% without Auer rods (Fig. 1:A-C).
Furthermore, fibrinogen plasma level was 1.5 g/l (for a reference range
of 1.8–3.5 g/l), prothrombin time (PT) was mildly elevated, 13.7 sec-
onds (International Normalized Ratio (INR): 1.327), and D-dimer was

positive. The results of blood tests led to the diagnosis of acute leukemia
and patient was further referred to a specialized center.

Pending his acceptance, the patient required platelets transfusion on
daily basis to control bleeding. APL was suspected due to the peripheral
blood morphology and abnormal coagulation profile. Bone marrow
procedure was deferred as patient was planned for immediate referral.
Due to unavailability of ATRA, the patient received isotretinoin
(Accutane) at dose 30 mg po bid (about 0.6 mg/kg/day) started after
48 h of presentation. After 5 days, the WBC count trended down, and
blasts were not further detected (Fig. 2). The platelet count was stabi-
lized then increased without further transfusion. Bone marrow These
results suggested that the patient improved after isotretinoin treatment.
After referral to a higher-level center, bone marrow was done (Fig. 1:D)
and the diagnosis of APL was confirmed by molecular and cytogenetics.
The patient was started on ATRA treatment. However, he developed an
ATRA differentiation syndrome immediately after the first dose. The
patient was treated with ATRA combined with chemotherapy and
eventually achieved complete remission.
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3. Discussion

APL is characterized by the proliferation of cells blocked at pro-
myelocytic stage [1,2]. The disease presents with coagulation disorders
and severe bleeding, which can lead to fatal hemorrhages [3]. Typical
symptoms include fatigue, weakness, fever, ecchymosis, epistaxis, and
gingival bleeding along with elevated white blood cell count and low
platelets count [4]. Underlying genomic translocation leads to expres-
sion of a fusion gene named promyelocytic leukemia-retinoic acid re-
ceptor-α (PML-RARα), expressed in almost all cases [5,6]. Diagnosis is
supported by microscopic examination of peripheral blood and bone
marrow smears and genetic testing for PML-RARα. The presences of
promyelocytes with Auer rods in peripheral blood smears is highly
suggest APL diagnosis.

ATRA is considered the agent of choice for initial management of
APL. It induces final maturation of promyelocytes and apoptosis [4].
Because of this, ATRA has had a big impact on the prognosis of APL and
in combination with chemotherapy a high remission rate is achieved

[7]. Differentiation syndrome, a potentially serious sequel can occur. It
may present with renal dysfunction, hepatic dysfunction, respiratory
distress, and edema. The WBC count is usually high and dexamethasone
administration is needed to control this complication [8]. isotretinoin
(13-cis-retinoic acid) is a closely related in structure to ATRA. Iso-
tretinoin in vivo and in vitro activity against APL has been reported
before. Flynn et al. [9] reported a response to 13-cis-retinoic acid
(100 mg/sq. m/day) in a young patient with APL who failed initial
chemotherapy. After 13 days of treatment, the peripheral blood and
bone marrow showed evidence of maturation. Although the patient
died from disseminated candidiasis, no differentiation syndrome was
reported. Also, in vitro studies confirmed that retinoic acid, a vitamin A
derivative, inhibited chemically induced malignant transformation [10]
and caused differentiation of HL-60 (human promyelocytic leukemia
cell line 60) promyelocytes [11]. Moreover, Vitamin-A-deficient rats
developed premalignant epidermal lesions that were reversible after
repletion of retinoids which suggested that physiologic compounds may
be used as differentiation inducers [12]. We have used isotretinoin for

Fig. 1. Light micrographs of studied samples. A and B: peripheral blood smear showing promyelocytes (arrow). C: bone marrow biopsy showing promyelocytes with
convoluted nucleus (arrow). D: bone marrow core biopsy showing hypercellular bone marrow with predominance of promyelocytes.

Fig. 2. Blood parameters levels during patient's hospitalization. WBC count was stabilized after treatment with isotretinoin (30 mg po bid).
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multiple patients with suspected APL, few of them have the diagnosis
later confirmed. However, the duration of use was short and the effect
on hematological parameters was not as pronounced as in this patient.
None of them however developed any unwanted side effects or liver
impairment.

4. Conclusions

This report and the cited literature suggest that isotretinoin might
have differentiation effect on malignant promyelocytes. The role of
isotretinoin in the treatment of APL needs to be further evaluated. It is
still unknown whether the risk of differentiation syndrome is lower or
what the appropriate dose is. In circumstances when APL is suspected
but ATRA is not available, we believe that isotretinoin could be used as
a therapeutic alternative for ATRA until the latter is available . We also
advise clinicians to exercise cautions when switching to ATRA upon
confirmation of diagnosis as early differentiation syndrome might de-
velop.
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